4" DOMED BOLLARD CAP; F.P.W. & MACHINED SMOOTH

2" REFLECTIVE TAPE; 3M SCOTchlITE DIAMOND GRADE SERIES 981 WHITE

4" SCH. 40 PIPE (4.50" DIA) TO BE FILLED WITH CONCRETE AFTER INSTALLATION; POWDER COAT FINISH USING CARDINAL T002-BK08 #27038 20% GLOSS BLACK

PAVING GRAVEL OR MULCH PER PLAN

ADJACENT SURFACE MATERIAL SHALL BE INSTALLED UP TO BOLLARD TUBING, FOOTING HELD BELOW SURFACE.

TOP OF CONCRETE FOOTING IS NOT VISIBLE AT SURFACE

15" Ø CONCRETE FOUNDATION

NOTE:
1. INSTALL BOLLARD AT 36.0" ABOVE GROUND LEVEL WITH ADJACENT BOLLARDS OR EVENLY SLOPED WITH GRADE.
2. SPACING WILL BE 42.0" BETWEEN BOLLARDS. LAYOUT TO BE APPROVED BY UAACP AND EQUIPMENT OWNING DEPARTMENT.